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All over the country, students benefit when their teachers use Dr. McKnight’s 
dynamic literacy strategies. Her engaging presentation style ensures that fellow 
educators will understand even the most academic explanations and will leave  
each PD session with tools they’re comfortable using in their classrooms the  
very next day. With her ongoing, in-school experience, Katie offers more  
than just another expert opinion – she has classroom credibility!   

 

A teacher’s 
teacher 

“We have been fortunate to have Katie 
work with teachers throughout our district 
for several years now. She brings fresh 
ideas that are supported by authentic 
research. Our teachers always leave with 
something viable to use in their classrooms 
the very next day. Katie McKnight is 
definitely a ‘teacher’s teacher’.” 

Edie Emery 
Language Arts Instructional Specialist, 

Rutherford County Schools, 
Murfreesboro, TN 

Join Katie at educational conferences all over the country – 
or bring her to your school for customized professional development. 

 

What people are saying: 
“Katie is a dynamic and engaging presenter. Each session was packed full of ideas and strategies 
that can be used in the class the next day. Once I started implementing centers in my middle school 
science class, my students started becoming more engaged, showed immense growth and overall 
started to deepen their understanding of content!” 

Cindy Nelson  
Science teacher, Center for Educational Excellence, Tempe, AZ 

 “Innovative. Creative. Enthusiastic. Supportive. These are just few words that describe Katie 
McKnight. She brings a fresh outlook to our corporation and curriculum that is nothing short of 
contagious with her bubbly personality and love of the written word. Her knowledge and support 
of utilizing the center approach and choice has given me more confidence in using them in my own 
classroom. As a result, I have seen student Lexile scores skyrocket! I am always thrilled when our 
school system announces ‘Katie McKnight’ days. I know that I am in for a few days of fantastic 
ideas, great collaboration, and a professional committed to bringing the absolute best of herself to 
the room. Not only is she a teachers’ teacher and mentor, she is a friend as well.”                                                                                                                         

Libby Perry 
Literacy educator for Success Intervention Program, Anderson, IN 

“Katie came in for two phenomenal days to focus on literacy with our middle schools teachers. 
Teachers responded so well to her! The real work started happening and it turned middle school 
literacy instruction upside down and student engagement and success went up! Home run!!!” 

Julie Mitchell 
Former Curriculum and Instruction K-8 Coordinator, Farmington, NM 
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Her visits provide guidance, 
support and clarity… 
“She is AMAZING!!!! She really knows how to get kids interested in reading and to 
improve literacy not just in an English classroom but in all classrooms. She gave activities 
and resources that could easily be applied in the classroom. She is definitely my new idol  
in education.” 

Attendee session evaluation of Dr. McKnight's presentation: 
Content-Area Literacy Strategies (Gr. 6-12 - Next Steps)  

“Katie's work with Farmington has been contagious to say the least. Her visits provide 
guidance, support and clarity to a new world of standards, teaching practices and student 
learning. As she continues working with our schools, the more we learn, grow and 
accomplish the goal of successful classroom practices. Her ability to bring research from 
around the Nation provides concrete examples of success, struggles and celebrations –  
that through hard word, dedication and changing the norm... we will have highly engaged 
classrooms. Katie is able to connect to teachers on a level that provides not only support, 
but empathy with a plan of attack to break common barriers and find confidence in a 
profession that is often scrutinized.” 

Nicole Lambson 
Director, Elementary Curriculum Farmington, NM Municipal Schools 

“I loved the all the activities I learned. It made we want to get right back in the classroom 
and ‘play games’ with my students. Katie is an amazing presenter.” 

Leigh Kurk 
5th grade teacher, Miami Country Day School, Miami, FL  

 

…dynamic personality 

“Katie's dynamic personality and engaging 
professional development sessions have 
been the catalysts for some amazing steps 
in our school's curriculum. Not only has she 
taught our teachers the value of increasing 
the amount of literature and choice in our 
curricula, Katie has also answered questions 
and encouraged us every step of the way. 
Because of the increased reading time, 
centers, literature circles, and other tools  
I have incorporated into my classroom,  
I am seeing students’ Lexile levels increase 
by leaps and bounds! Katie's approach to 
teaching teachers is very personable and  
her methods are easy to incorporate into 
any classroom.” 

Elizabeth Knost 
English teacher, Anderson Community 

High School, Anderson, IN 

…high levels of teacher  
buy in and capacity building. 
“Over the past two years, Katie has provided incredible learning 
opportunities for our teachers as we implement the secondary 
workshop model in our English language arts classrooms. Often, 
secondary English language arts teachers struggle to meet the needs 
of students performing two to three years below grade level in 
reading. Katie provides ready to use strategies that benefit the 
struggling reader without affecting the rigor of instruction in the 
classroom. In the future, Katie will work with other content area 
teachers in our district to boost literacy practices in their classroom. 
Katie's real and practical approach to professional learning promotes 
high levels of teacher buy in and capacity building.”  

Ryan Glaze 
Assistant Superintendent,  

Anderson Community School Corporation, Anderson, IN 

Dr. McKnight works directly with students, upon 
request, to introduce them to the center model and help 

establish classroom routines. On-going classroom 
observations or demonstrations are available as short 

term or long-term follow-up… whatever it takes to 
ensure the full benefit of school-wide academic gains. 
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